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Engineer Fair to Open in Wake of Curriculum Warning
Engineering
Question
Reviewed
By BOB KAUTH
State colleges will lose their
"dynamic" quality and be literally
"strait jacketed" if engineering
curriculum is designed to meet the
"ivy league" standards required
for accreditation, Dr. Hubert Se mans, of the State Department
’of Education. told the State Assembly interim siib-committee yesterday.
Heeded by Assembly-Man Harold
T. Sedgwick
the
committee is concerned with a
1953 joint agreement made between the University of California
regents and the State Board of
Education. The agreement restricts
state colleges from seeking accreditation of the Engineering Council for Professional Development
and from giving graduate engineering instruction.
Dr. Semans, one of the authors
of the 195,3 agreement, said that
the education system must be coordinated so that functions do not
overlap. He added that state college engineering is not less important, but is different from engineering taught by universities.
In reply to a number of probing questions made by Assemblyman Bruce Allen (R. -Los Gatos),
Dr. Semans said the 1953 ruling
should not be ’disregarded,
"The scuttlebutt at the mil%ersitles Is that the state cidIcges gis e engineering courses
but don’t teach engineering." Assemblyman Allen said, asking
whether this was true or false.
(The same question bad been
as Med by a number of other
supporters of the (953 agreement).
Assemblyman Allen then asserted that DC and UCLA had been
requested to establish graduate engineering facilities in California,
but both had neglected to do so.
The projected UC extension at Los
Gatos which was announced recently is not definite, he said
Assemblyman Allen pointed out.
that the 1953 agreement had
never recelsed legislative appro.sal. If It is being enforced, it is
the responsibility of the State
Boa ml of Education and CC regents.
After stating that the SJS Engineering Department is one of
the finest in tennis of curriculum
and faculty. Dr. J. Burton Vasche,
associate superintendent of the
State Department of Education,
said’ that there is no assurance
that accreditation will be received
upon application, then pointed out
that financial consideration for the
accreditation procedure must be
considered.
Assemblyman Allen then noted
that no state college engineering
department had ever been denied
Tair a ppromia tons for espatision.
Ae.enotimisn slieridan Hoglund then noted HIM the 1953
aCrreltIgnit

linsf.

lane -

ell no restrictions on tbe imis ,’r sines. Other members of the interim eommittee were assemblymen Joseph Shell, Richard Dianna. lieorge Crawford. Donald
Anderson and Carlos Bee.
Speaking in favor of SJS accreditation were industrial leaders
Royce Hubin, of General Electric;
M. D. McDowell of Westinghouse
Electric Corp.. Gladyn Putt of the
Missiles Division of Lockheed Aircraft. Ralph Marrs of IBM, If. A.
Oldenknmp of Food Machinery and
Chemical Corp., Charles Cehrs of
. Fresno State College, William
Bucknam of the State Board of
Education, and Dr. F. H. Terman,
dean of engineering at Stanford.
One salient point mode by Dean
Terman was that Stanford is "bottlenecked" with electrical engineering students now. -We do not
see how we can increase our number of engineer students in train,
ing," he said.

ASSEMBLYMAN QUESTIONS

SJS Heads
Denounce
Committee
Twenty-one high level SJS administrators issued a statement today denouncing the Citizens Committee athletic report and supporting the policies of Pls. John T.
Wahlquist.
The statement was released following a spontaneous meeting
late yesterday afternoon. according
to Executive Dean C. Grant Bur- ,
ton.
It reads:
"We deplore the implication of
the (Aliens ( ommittee Report
that Pres. Wahlquist is personall:s responsible for losing football glaunos and that the loss of
these games is of such major
importance as to oershadow the
many fine aehiciements of his
administration of San Jose State
College. No mention has been
made of the enormous progress
of die college since he became
president, of the greatly expanded sem ices of the college to
(Continued on l’age

LAORGE CHARGE!
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Engineers’
%--11 Event Due
Tomorrow

"America’s First Prisately-Finaneed Electrivity" is the name id
this dispia):. prepared ha- Iracitic Gam and Electric Co. for tomorrow’s Careers in Engineering Day industrial fair. The model
shows the atomic power plant located at Vallecitos. which Is a
pint projeet with the ii:eneral Electric ( o --photo bs Paul Iiirard

Presidents Wahlquist
Religion-in-Life Week Oak Ridge Ryan Bring Top Money
To Open With Banquet Executive
Assemblyman Bruce Allen’s pin -pointing question, are fiscilitating
the State Assembly interim committee’s review of the SJS Engineering Department acereditation matter. Public hearings by the
committee will continue today.
Photo by Dannen Brink.

Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority acquired two new hashers al
Wednesday’s faculty auction for the campus Chest Drive. They are

Religion -in -Life Week will begin Sunday with a banquet at the
First Christian Church, 80 S. 5th Si., at 6 p.m., Betty Lewis, publicity
chairman, reported today.
Program for the evening will include opening remarks by President John T. Wahlquist and a panel discussion on "My Faith and My
World," theme of the week.
Monday’s program will begin with Baptist morning ’worship sertioice in the College Chapel at 7:45
a.m. At 10:30 a.m. Rabbi Gumbiner
will speak on "This I Believe" in
the chapel.
During the week there will be
house discussions in the living
In case you haven’t noticed it groups, classroom speakers, panel
already, the headline type in to- discussions and seminars on religday’s. Spartan Daily is all new, ious subjects. Each day will begin
with a morning worship service
different, and more readable.
In keeping with the newspaper sponsored by individual religious
trend of attempting to present- a- _groups_
Art and book displays have
more readable page, the Daily has
adopted this new headline type. been set up in the Library and
It is different from the type other buildings. These displays
formerly used in that the letters carry out the theme of "My Faith
have no hair-line serifs, like this and My World."
T; are more uniform, and have
On Wednesday the Speech and
square corners like this T.
Drama Department will present
The t ype formerly in use, a reading of "Boy With a Cart" by
Bodoni.. lends itselfr to a more Christopher Fry. The week will
Formal appearing publication than close on Friday evening with a
college newspapers are supposed showing of the movie, "Cry, the
to be.
Beloved Country."

Daily Goes Modern,
’Face-Lifts’ Type

Pres. John T. Wahlquist and Don Ryan ASS president.
Pres. Wahlquist and Ryan were among 21 members of the SJS
faculty, administration and student body who were suctioned off to
.out.
Serve as hashers for one evening for a canstius Oving grot.p.
Dr. William G. Pollard. execuad"
Proceeds from the auction totaled $21 .50. Pres. Wahlouist and
$115-91
dresses by Dr. E, W. Clements,
tive director of the Oak Ridge Ryan went for $40. Chairman
placement officer and master of
Institute of Nuclear Studies in, Lawton Thomas reported that he
ceremonies; Dr. John T. Wahlquist,
Oak Ridge, Tenn. will be on was quite pleased with the out SJS president; Norman 0. Guncampus Monday to speak to stu- come of the auction,
derson. Engineering Division chairdents and faculty on science and
Wednesday also was the day
"Angel Street." Patrick Hamil- man; Dr. W. II. Myers, Mathethe atomic crisis,
ClanfirOOM solicitation for the
ton’s
psychological chiller, ends its matics Department head; and
The Rev. V. Donald Emmet, Campus Chest drive. Members of
run
with
final performances to- Thomas E. Leonard, Aeronautics
Presbyterian college chaplain, an- the women’s P.E. classes and the
day
and
tomorrow
evening at 8:15 Department head, in Music Buildnounced today that Dr. Pollard Air Force ROTC collected
ing Concert Hall.
will speak at 9:30 a.m. in Morris $289.22 from students in morn - in the College Theater.
9:15-9:30 am --Brief coffee
The suspense drama stars F-lisaDailey Auditorium on "Science in Mg classes.
beth Keller as the wife, James break at barbecue pits in front of
Today’s World." Ile will be introThe Campus Chest drive is the
Women’s Gym. (inside gym in case
duced by President ’John T. Wahl- one annual drive in which students Dunn as the husband who tries
to drive her mad and John Wil- of rain,.
quist.
are asked to support all charitable
9730.10 ant Toni nit-campus f
At 11:30 a.m. Dr. Pollard will organizations, Tedd Wallace. son HS the elderly detective who
I i’,.ntinnrrl on Page S)
cracks
the
rase
conduct an informal discussion chairman of the drive, said.
with faculty members of the
Among organititions benefit Physics Department. He will speak ling from this drive are Commonagain in Morris Dailey Auditor- ity Chest, Red cross, Heart As‘.1‘
ium at 12:30 p.m. on "A Christian and Cancer Society.
View of the Atomic Crisis."
Next week’s phase of the ( amA Sophonitoc S i.r.s cLuice.
Dr. Pollard will meet with in- pus Chest drive will be devoted !grimily planned for tomorrost
terested students from 2-3:30 p.m. to personal solicitation, Record- night, has been postponed until
at the Student Christian Center, ing tam Joe Wandrach. chairmen, later date, due to a mix-up
It’
California Stud,
Teachers As
92 S. 5th St. Ile will complete his
By’ means of personal contact. obtaining chaperones, Gay Walday lien’ with dinner at 6:30 p.m. every student on campus will he her, publicity chairman, reported sociation will hold ii professional
problems conference at San Jose
with campus religious advisers.
asked in donate approximately $1 ’ yesterday.
State all day 1.0MOMIVV, according
to Claire Strauss, publicity chairman
The conference will be held for
the pi rime of discussing the
/torrent problems faring the teachsidered inopei able, in place of the’ principles of claus ely equal cum- I ing profession, Most northern CalPresident’s Code
was turtle ti petition between state colleges ifornia chapters of (7STA will at down
with romp:snide standards and ! tend. Miss Strauss said.
A similar proposal by enuehec procedures"
’ Registration and a coffee hour
and athletic directors in 1956 HIS.
The proposal was turned ilossn. still open the conference at 9
a m which will end at 3 30 pm.
ywas reinsert by the priesidents, the president said
Pres Wahlquist has said.
a
Dr.
with tours of timee cmpus.
Pres. W111119400 won a sole of
Gervais W. Ford. head of the
"I tried to gain entrance of
propreieA"dhe
"
th5ai the
9 St
ir
;3
S47 at.’" te.g
confident,. sesterday when three
Athletic lllll mittee res iew poll_ , Secondary I:duration Department,
5.15 into the Pacific Coast con.
11.11111ege religious workers homed
fermi-u’ both in 1951 and thin
ries and ri.efIrfig of each "liege will be guest speaker.
a statement supporting his poSome of the committees which
year, hut 1%Hs informed memberto are if the schools were "hey sition on athletic policy.
ship is by ins illation and prosIns the principles of the confer - will meet during the conference
Re%.
Donald P.mmei, Presare teacher education and procare to which they belonged or
pects were not ripe heranne of
byterian college pastor, Rev.
fessional standards, moral a n
were closely affiliated.
turmoil in the conference."
James A. Martin, esecutise dispiritual values, teachers unions
he
re
jer
stated
proposal
wati
t
has
ed
"The
Pres. Wahlquist
by
rector, Student YMCA-VWCA.
and profesnionalism and ethics.
worked through 1956-57 to substi- the body, which felt I ls Ind! s dual
and RM. to-orge I.. Collins, Baptute principles for the Presidents’ conference should d, the ptilicing
tist ettliegc pastor. stated "it
Code that would permit SJS PCC This left SJS as an independent
al
would be nt.trall indefensible to
operations and divorce it from the wholly on my conscience. The mom
ask the president of Any state
al responsibility I felt cotwelghed
state code.
You think that just
college to
. . been* . . . this
Pres. Wahlquist presented the my desire for a lees restrictive
because
code as long as it is In effect."
college presidents a proposal that code."
Roos clothes ore so
iipso
built
be
schedules
"athletic
great,
SJS is most closely aligned with
so comfortable, so
the PC(’, and has patterned its
Code and permit it to administer
beautiful,
work -aid program for athletes affinancial aid to athletes limit,’
they must be
ter the conference’s, the presider,
rules of its own conference sod
expensive!
has said, hut the college president.
school were turned down by the
Rut you’re wrong.
refuse to release SJS from
presidents
I fell you,
;
College Code to permit it
This is the same principle adsection will be roped off ate under another set of regula
Wrong,
%twitted 1,1 Iht. spar -Tens, the
lor Kan Jose State rooters at tions.
we
president has asserted.
Fri-no during Saturday sight’s
WRONG!
Pres. Wahiquist’s position Is that
Pres. Wahlquist still travel t football gain.’.
(music up and out,
with
his efforts in 1955 to persuade the
to
confer
Sacramento
Dec.
3
Brent Ileisinger. head yell
.slow curfcin)
college presidents to adopt the NCDr. J. Burton Vasche and Dr. Ro:.
leader, requests that aid SparO
AA code- -which would have allowE. Simpson of the State
.a40,11
htl:Isni:etr.:11,o,rng.t.noimtht.at
etashipsrasitrainn
Education on the athletic situaed SJS Iii eseape being forced into
a state college league, then contion.

To Speak

Melodrama Ends
Run Tomorrow

Sophs Postpone
Saturday Dance

Dr. Wahlquist to Present Viewpoint

By RAY BARCH
President John T. Wahlquist will
present the administration side in
the current controversy over athletic policy at Sin Jose State today at 11:30 A.M. in a general
assembly in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Appearing at the ’iodation of a
special 10-man fact-finding committee, established Wednesday by
the Student Council to determine
student sentiment on the athletic
issue, Pres. Wahlgoist will address
the assembly,. then answer questions from the committee and the
Boor.
ASH President Don Ryan, a committee member, has urged students free at the hour to attend
the assembly.
The hearing ’s the first in ii
series to be held by the feet finding body to gather Information on the much -debated athletic policy. Other organisations
will he invited to air their views
later, Ryan said.
The ASH president said a poll
of student body opinion will follow hearing of all sides of the dispute.
In his address, a restatement of
what he told a meeting of educators, alumni and civic leaders here
Turoelay.. Pros- Walsirstiest-wi4 out
line the background of the dis-

agreement
Core of the disagreement, in
Pres. Wahlquist’s opinion, is
whether !QS is bound hy the
Connell of State College Presidents Code In itti athletic polley.
The president has said it is, until otherwise advised; alumni and
student groups say it is not.
The policy forbids, among other
things, free tuition or hooks, hoard
or room, training tables, gifts or
grants to"athletes.
In refuting the charge by the
Citizens Committee for a progressive San Jose State College, that
he vacillated and was indecisive in
administrating SJS’ football procram. Pies. Wahlquist has argued
that his efforts as chairman of the
State Athletic Committee in 1954
to free SJS from the Presidents’

K-P Examinations
Slated Next Week
Kindergarten -Primary .esaminottani’ will he given during the
week of Nov. 18 to 22. Appoint- ’
ments for the exams may he
made with Mrs. Fahrlxio In
Room 159 of the education wing.
Kindcrgarten-PrInusry major*
must pass this test in order to
receive their credentials.

A satellite model, a missile head
and an atomicpooered electricity exhibit will be part of approximately 50 displays to be shown
during tomorrow afternoon’s industrial fair, as a part of Careers
in Engineering Day. Approxime+eindustrial representatives,
ly
students and faculty members will
participate In the affair.
Today is the last day for aeronautics, mathematics and engineering senior students and faculty members to register for the
event. Sign-Opt are being taken
at the Student Affairs Business
Office, Room 16. Participants will he asked to pay $1 which will
cover. In part, a turkey dinner to
be served at noon.
Students who were unable to
make appointments for individual
interviews last week may do so
today in the Engineering Office,
Room E107. Several companies are
now tending two representatives
instead of one so that they may
intersiew two students at the
same time.
SCHEDULE FOR DAY
Below is the schedule to be
followed tomorrow:
7-8:15 a.m. -Registration of industrial representatives, students
and faculty in the Music Building
lobby. Name tags will be given

Ministers
Back Prex

Reserved Sections
At Fresno Game

CSTA To Discuss
Teaching Problems
During Conference

4
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Students Speak

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Dear Thrust and Parry;
Careful with the names, boys.
11 you must call yourselves the!
I "Citizens’ Committee for a Pmgressivc San Jose State College,"
please interest yourselves in progresshe activities. Unless you consider the major purpose of SJS to
be serving as "a training farm fop
t he 49’ers," we think you’re headed
in the wrong direction. With the
academic future of SJS at stake
and the pos.sibility of accreditation for the Engineering Department is just that), you have picked
a poor time for your nonsense.’
With encouragement our school ,
could step forward academically I
very rapidly. We have the facilities to be a first rate college
iwhich we are nott if we could win
support from Sacramento. . . .

Editorial

What’s A ’Matter’?
Eleven -hundred students here think they have a problem." They
believe this ..problem" to be of greater import than the current popular issue of SJS football. We are referring to the 1100 engineering
students currently enrolled.
But, whoa! Eleven -hundred students! Hold the presses, men! The
Spartan Daily has learned that you have no "problem.- It is a "matter"
that you have and not a "problem." We know this because a number
of top SJS administrators and industrial executives have told us so.
"It’s not a problem; it’s an accreditation ’matter’," they declared.
Yes, we are referring to the -matter" of Engineering Department
accreditation by the Engineering Council for Professional Development
We know that, according to a 1953 -agreement" betweeh the
University of California regents and the Board of Education, State
Colleges are not permitted to give graduate engineering instruction
nor to seek the accreditation of ECPD.
But just because the SJS standards are up to those required for
accreditation, the 1100 foolish- students think they should be accredited engineers upon graduation. Just because the 1953 "agreement" has no legal force, the ...foolish" see no.logic in its being complied by. They even believe SJS accreditation would be beneficial for
’MATH F , F5’it F, EN6L6I4f. <kg
Santa Clara Valley, the college and SJS engineering students.
WHAT HAM* MIEN 416tVt40
The "foolish" 1100 believe compliance with rules laid down by
the -illegal- agreement is actually harmful to Santa Clara Valley, the
college and SJS engineering students.
They believe this "just" because (1) the better jobs are given to
SJS student JarneS Scott ,will
accredited engineers; (2) non -accredited engineering graduates are hold a one-man art show at the
ineligible for associate membership in many professional engineering Pak) Alto library starting Sunday.:
organizations; (3) the majority of SJS engineering students are not
Scott’s work was previously seen
able to pursue a graduate engineering degree in Santa Clara Valley
insufficient
facilities;
of
and
(4)
financial
grants
by
federal
because
agencies and industrial firms are generally restricted to accredited
schools.
Thus, the "foolish- believe they have a "problem." They even
say that Santa Clara Valley and SJS also have a "problem."
We, however, know better! We know it’s a "matter" and not a
"problem.’" We know because top college officials and industrial

Gentlemen, we object to your
title. -Anyone can buy a professional football team; we have
higher hopes for our school.
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SJS Art Student To Show Works

leaders fold us.

the

at the Peninsula Art Gallery in
San Mateo and other locations inchiding Saba, Capitola and Red.
SS’Nsfi

t y.

Students’ Committee
for a Progressive
San Jose State College
ASB 3681
ASB 8895
ASB 500
ASB 489
ASB 9351

star-values!
PASTEL
FUR -BLEND
SWEATERS
Slip-ons and cardigans
in beautiful
holiday pastels:
dressmaker -styles.

798

I2.95

Ipastels
blosom pink

MATCHING SKIRTS

linen beige
ague-marin
sun yellow
persieo lilac
mist green
irish-blu
capri-coral

newest styles
in finest
doeskin flannels.
rfluldrlyto 17.95

6’8

black
white
149 South First Street
San Jose
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The customer is always rightand frequently pampered

filet ceat

INTO ANY Union Oil station in the West
and you’ll get a sample of what we call Minute
Man Service.
"In 41/2 minutes your oil, water, battery and
tires are checked, your windshield and rear
window cleaned, your gasoline tank filled, and
your receipt handed you.

, DRIVE

By RANDIE E. POE

If Tchaikovsky or Little Richard are making impossible demands
on your musical souland you’d like to get away from it allstop
into the Louvre (545 W. Santa Clara) this weekend.

One of the country’s fastest -moving jazz aggregations, The Mastersounds, will be generating tonight, tomorrow night, and Sunday.

Instinct for Happy Sounds
Compared favorably with Milt Jackson’s Modern Jazz Quartet,
the Mastersounds have an instinct for making happy sounds. They
run from exuberance to serenity without the strain which often accompanies such artixity.
The two Montgomery brothers, Monk (the bass leaderl and
Buddy (a elassiitist on %lilies), keep things leaping, hut each mein be, of the ensemble is a talented soloist.
Richie Crabtree is an imaginatie pianist and collegiate-looking
Buddy Barth taps the drums well.
Norm’s work on Spring ts Here" is particularly outstanding.

Swing Out Onto Sidewalk
Buddy utilizes all the resources of the vibes, and with’ the steady
flow of drums and piano, there are times when one expects the Mastersounds t,i swing out onto the sidewalk.
What this writer enjoys most about the Mastersounds is their
crimmand of volume. They follow soft spots with an eruption of melody, creating a tasty blend.
Their originality receives free play on such tunes as "Un
Poco Loco," "Dexter’s Deck." and "That Old Devil Moon."
MIRK

Ornamentation. Not Included

Ornamentation and synthetic toe -tapping aren’t included in their
format.
The Mastersounds, who record for World Pacific Records and
have enjoyed a successful stay at the Jazz Showcase in San Francisco,
are obviously making a large splash in the jazz lake.
JAZZ NOTE: The Chamber Jazz Sextet will perform at the
Montgomery Theater (San Jose Chits AUd ) Sunday, Dec. 1 at 5:50
p.m. Tickets are on sale at Mosher’s for Men and the Ferguson
Music House.

[,11I3.t
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"But that’s routine. It’s the Minute NI,iii’s
service beyond the call of duty that we keep
getting fan mail about.
"For instance, the dealer in the small town
who located a tenant for his customer’s vacant
house.
"Or the dealer in the suburb who baby-sat so
his customer could go to an important dinner
meeting.
"Or the dealer who fixed his customer’s
washing machine when she couldn’t get help
on a Sunday.
"Or the dealer who shopped for his customer’s
groceries and delivered them to her house.
"Exceptions to the rule? Not at all. Our files

**YOU’RE IN BUSINESS NOT FOR YOURSELF, BUT FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS."

are full of letters recounting incidents like these.
"I take special pride in them because I’m one
of the men at Union Oil whose job it is to train

these dealers. We help them in every way we
can to get the Union Oil idea: The only way
tottay in business for yourself is to be in business for your customers."

THIS CLASSROOM ON WHEELS KEEPS MINUTE MEN CP TO THE MINUTE

as,

a

No small part of our reputation for having
America’s finest service station system is the
quality of the men who operate them.
They are all individual business men. Like
us, they compete for a living. That’s why it’s
very likely that their service will continue to
be as good as their gasoline.

YOUR COMIIIINTS ARE INVITED: Write: 7he Chairman
of the Board, Union Oil Company, l’aion Oil Building,
617 11’est 7th Street, Los Angeles 17, California.

"Man, That At4endant Sure Wanted To
Come With Us To San Remo’sr
You’ll Like Pizza Better At

SAN
218 WILLOW

REMO’S

Union Oil Company or

CALIFORNIA

CYpross 4-400
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FORT WORTH, Tex.The next
time you see one of those signs
on the highway that confidently
says, "Next time try the train,"
don’t you believe it!’
That is, unless you have a wad
of that green stuff in your pocket
and can take sarcasm without
flinching.
Traveling by train to Houston
for a Sigma Delta Chi journalism
convention. I found this out.
The situation is really bad, kiddies.
Coffee, which is the cheapest
thing you can buy on the train,
costs 21 cents a cup, plus a "mandatory" tip. (Unless you are fortunate enough to have the exact
change.)
Ordering a cup, I gave the attendant a quarter and a penny. He
said "thank you" and walked
away. I never saw him again, although I waited patiently for my
nickel change until I started to
feel like a heel.
Salesmen are salesmen, even on
a train. One night at 7 the train
salesman came sauntering down
the aisle yelling "Get your Los Angeles Times newspaper."
I stopped him, with full intentions of buying one, when I noticed it was the 9 a.m. final.
"There must be a later one 9ut
by now," I said.
"Yeah, and there will be one out
tomorrow, too," he said with his
back to me.
I suppose he fancied himself a
wit. I am inclined to think he was
at least half-right.
As we stumbled off the train
in Los Angeles for a changeover,
a soothing voice came over the
train’s loud speaker ’system.
. "We hope you have enjoyed the
ride, and we hope you will take
our train again. We strive to give
you courteous service and to make
your trip as comfortable as possible."
I thought about the $1.25 I had
paid for a hamburger and cup of
coffee and knew why the railroads are losing business to the
airplane.
Incidentally, I’m flying back.

By BOB CRAFT
On the trip from El Paso t,,
Fort Worth, where I stopped oft
to visit my birthplace, I was absorbed in a conversation with another Texan.
He tried to be humorous, but
failed to add any new jokes to my
vocabulary.
After I told him I had already
heard about the two Texas fleas
that bought a dog, and that the
people of Houston send CARE
packages to Beverly Hills, he stopped with the jokes.
But this fellow interested me,
and we drifted into a serious conversation on the integration situation.
"How bad is the segregation
problem in Texas?" I queried him.
He said Texas had made "tremendous" strides with integration,
and reported there wasn’t much
trouble in Texas schools.
But, ironically, while my new
friend and I were discussing the
matter, I happened to notice an
article that appeared op the front
page of the Abilehe ReporterNews.
In a story out of Austin, the
capital city of Texas, it was reported that the Texas legislature’s
second session next week was to
be held strictly to concern itself
with a so-called troop-school issue.
The article read, in part ". . .
They will start another $11.000-aday special session to enact a law
Gov. Price Daniel says is needed
to protect the public schools from
possible "bayonet rule" by state or
federal troops. . . Daniel has said
the troop-school matter is not an
integragation
question, but a
broader one involving basic states’
rights . . .6
Gov. Daniel apparently is more
concerned with "states rights’.
than "individual rights."
This sort of action only serves
to arouse resentment against minority groups, and if such legislation is passed, would serve as insurance for the rabble-rousers.
Ah, but why should I concern
myself with such things-- I’m on
a pleasure trip.

Library Just Settling;
Not Cracking Apart
Commenting on reports that the
SJS Library is settling, Executive
Dean C. Grant Burton today
pointed out that there is no danger
and a certain amount of settling
is to be expected from any new
building.
According to the executive dean,
the Library, completed in 1956, is
going through a normal phase of
settlement. "The amount of weight
and flow of concrete contained in
the library ’Would cause any structure to settle," tic said.
State Division of Architecture
representatives made a routine inspection of the new building Sunday and Monday, according to
Dean Burton. He added that he is
now awaiting a report of this idspect ion.

X-rays were taken in the Library during last.weekend, but
these pictures had no connection
with repotted settlement of the
building, the executive dean said.
He did not disclose the reason for
the pictures.

Visit United Airlines
An annual field trip to the
United Airlines branch in San
Francisco was made yesterday by
120 Aero One and Air Science
One students, according to Frank
F. Williams, assistant professor of
a’eronautics.
This is the main branch Of
United Airlines Pn the United
States, Williams pointed out, adding that all U.A. aircraft receive
repairs and overhauls at the base.

La Torre Photo Root,’ Changed

SPARTAN DAILY-11
Friday, Nmember 15, 1937
The La Torn. photographer from ing to Jerry Humpal and Ed Re !
Colonna Studios, New York, is now gated... co-business managers
appointments made in this WM
In Room 26, Main Building. acoori.j Photos will be taken and Pi ’ire ’ office, they add.

USSR To Face
Economic Fall
By FLO HAMILTON
"The Russian economic system
will end up kicking the government in the taeth," according to
Dr. Arnold E. Joyal, Fresno State
College president who spoke on
his impressions of Russia and Communism in Morris Dailey Auditorium Wednesday.
The Russian people, now becoming so weft educated, sooner or later will realize they can hae something better than what their government now offers and will eventually attack Russia’s present economic system. Dr. Joyal predicted.
Education in Russia is free and
compulsory, Dr. Joyal reported.
Russian public schools include 10
grades and students complete
these at an average age of 17.
Teachers are well-educated,
treated well, and respected. Classrooms are adequate but not lavish, he added.
Dr. Joyal told his audience that
higher education in Russia is free
and subsidized depending on the
student’s response and his course,
adding "The Russians are doing a
good job of educating their bright
young people. Buildings are much
nicer in higher institutions of
learning than in public school, and
some are even elaborate show
places."
During his trip, the educator
visited Yugoslavia, Belgrade,
Vienna, Moscow and Leningrad,
spending five days in Yugoslavia
and two weeks in USSR. Yugoslays have taken two steps away
from Communism, he revealed.
They are allowing private partner-

ships in business IA hiCh are similar
to our corporations, and the government is beginning to listen
more to public opinion on certain
issues, he stated.
Dr. Joyal describes the Russians
as "very hospitable," and he told
how be and his party traveled comfortably during their tour. However, first class travel in Russia
does not Minpare to first class
travel in the United States, he
concluded.

For the finest in Mexican food
SPANISH RICE
BBQ

BURRITOS
HAMBURGERS
SHAKES
COLD DRINKS

Ad People
Hold Dinner

Try a piping hot
Tamale, covered
with a tangy
Spanish Sauce,

Alpha Delta Sigma and Gamma
Alpha Chi, national professional
advertising fraternities, will hold a
dinner meeting at Adobe Creek
Lodge today. Bernard B. Schnitzer,
president of the Schnitzer Advertising Agency of San Francisco
and Los Angeles, will be guest
speaker,.
Schnitzer plans to explain various ,methods of finding a career
opportunity in the advertising business in his talk "The Magic
Door," according to Ken Cornett,
president of Alpha Delta Sigma.
The other officers of Alpha Delta Sigma are Ed Regalado, vicepresident; Phil Gagnon, secretary;
and Roger Lean, treasurer. Carl
Hoffmann, professor of advertising, is the faculty adviser.

TICO’S TACOS
CORNER 4th & ST. JAMES STREETS

lacement Cotter

Representatives from the fol- itrict of Los Gatos will be on camlowing organizations will inter- pus Nov. 25, to interview midview graduating seniors on cam- year and June teaching graduates
pus next week. Interested stu- for kindergarten through the
dents may sign up at the Place- eighth grade.
February teaching graduates
ment Office, Room 235 in the new
Administration Building for ap- are needed to fill t he following
(’. IlIntergardt,
positions, l
pointments.
Motorola, Inc., Nov. 18, inter- teacher placement officer, has
ested in physicists, electrical and announced. Further information
and application forma may be
electronic engineers.
Pacific Telephone and Tele- obtained in the Placement ofgraph Co., Nov. 18, interested in fice.
Santa ,Rosa City Schools, Junior
women for service representatives.
Fibreboard Paper Products, High girls’ P.E. teacher.
Nov. 19, business administration
Chula Vista City School Dismajors.
trict, five openings for elementary
Food Machinery Corp., Nov. 19, and secondary teachers.
Sacramento City Schools, high
mechanical and electrical engineers.
school librarian, school psycholoGuy F. Atkinson Co., Nov. 29, gist, two teachers for the mentally
mechanical and civil engineers.
retarded.
Fontana Union School DisCorcoran Union Elementary
trict, all elementary and secondSchool District, teacher, for menary grades.
tally retarded.
Army Audit Agency, Nov. 20,
Norwalk -La Mirada City
accountants.
Schools, two or three kindergarten
Colombia-Geneva Steel, Nov. 20, teachers.
business administration, liberal
Calaveras Unified -.School Disarts, science, economics and en- trict, seventh-eighth grade comgineering majors.
bination.
General Telephone, Nov. 21.
Strathmore Union Iligh
electrical, mechanical, industrial School, English teacher with a
and civil engineers.
elms in journalism.
Shelton Co., Nov. 21, business
Modesto City Schools, second,
administration, accounting and fifth and sixth grades.
economics majors,
Victor Valley Union High School
U.S. Navy Electronics Lab, Nov. District, art teacher.
22, electronic and mechanical enTehachapi Unified School Disgineers, mathematics and physics. trict, elementary vocal music
Union Elementary School Dis- teacher.

IL

Switch to Shell Premium wilh TCP
and restore lost power while you drive!
iaeuiuwi
111111.111Plallipina
lasormailliamataa
Mani MISMINI
Before TCP
Muffler Microphone recording of an engine run
on competitive premium
fur shows misfiring and
power loss.

MEETINGS
THE LITTLE SAVER
Among America’s great savers, George T. Coffee is a
legend. One day, George discovered that by going to sleep
with his shoes on, he could
save a full 60 seconds dressing
in the morning. Multiplying
this by 365 days- gave him
over 6 hours saved per year.
Then, multiplying this by 8
yearsgave him 48 hours
or two full days saved! George
was giddy. "Think of it," he
mused. "Two full days saved
to do anything . . . read,
sleep or go to Europe!"
Another time, George passed
a store that advertised "Save
$50 When You Buy These
6100 Suits!" George immediately saw the fantas’ic opportunity ... realizing that he
could save $100 by not buying
any of these suits. Thereupon,
he proceeded net to buy ten
suits and rolled up a tidy
$1,000 in a few seconds.
However, the best saving
George ever did by far was

I.

when he happened on the
Van Heusen Vantage Shirt.
Vantage is a shirt you don’t
have to iron .
so you save
on laundry bills. Wash it hang it up to drythat’s all.
"So what," you sneer, "aren’t
there other shirts that can do
the same thing?" "Mebbe,"
we sneer, "but Vantage is a
cotton shirt with all of cotton’s natural softness, porosity and comfort. And it only
costs $5!"
Mengrab a pencil in your
fist. Figure out your laundry
bill for shirts for a year. Then
figure out the price for seven
Vantage shirts. You’ll find
that Vantage shirts actually
pay for themselves in the
laundry bills you save! See
you at the bank.
P.S. You can :Weave yourself the trouble of searching for
lost collar-stays. For Vantage
shirts have Collarite sewn -in
stays which can’t get lost, keep
the collar neat, always.

TACOS

REFRIED BEANS

Alpha Eta Sigma, field trip to
Haskins, Sells and FBI in San
Francisco, Thursday, bus leaves
Student Union at 8 a.m.
Canterbury Club, will attend Religion -in -Life Week banquet, Sunday, 6 p.m., First Christian
Church,
Christian Science Organization,
regular testimonial meeting, Tuesday, 7:15, College Chapel. Followed at 8 p.m. by Religion-inLife Week speaker, Mr. Hugh
Martin Niemoeller of Berkeley.
International Relations Club,
panel discussion. on "Missiles,
Muttnik and IGY," Tuesday, 7.30
pro., CB164.

Pre-Medleal Society, lecture by
Dr. Herbert Mann on hypnosis in
medicine, dentistry and related
fields, Monday, 7 p.m., Student
Union.
Winston -in -Life Week, banquet
and opening program, Sunday, 6
p.m., First Christian Church, 80
S. 5th St.
Revelries Beard. meeting, Monday, 4:30 pm., SD120.
Senior Panhellenic, meeting.
Wednesday, 7 p.m., HE 44.
Spartan Twirlers, election of officers, Wednesday, 8 to 10 p.m.,
Room 22, Women’s Gym.
Student Christian Council, meeting. today. 12:30 pm . Student "Y."

College man’s
best friend
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Aft’, TCP
After , tnkfuls of Shell
Premium with TCP, er
ording shows misfiring
stopped, power restored.
Shell Trademark fee

Muffler Microphone
Tests show why
Here’s scientific proof thot Shell Premium
with MP rstores lost engine power.
It neutralizes deposits which can cause even
new engines to lose power in 3000 miles.
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Only Shell Premium Gasoline
has both TCP and TOP OCTANE!
SAVE TIME AND MONEY ON YOUR HOLIDAY TRIPS
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All ;Demi., plu tee

GREYHOUND’
THERE’S A GREYHOUND AGENT NEAR YOU!

It’s such a comfort to take the bus... and leave the driving to us!
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President’s Athletic Policy Statement

ried on nor conni.,
procedures the main with institutions hat forbidden by the State College log compatible standards and op1 code; these prohibitions include crating principles. (We hellese
1c457 free tuition or books free board or Humboldt, Chico, Sacramento,
SAN JOSE STATE C01.1 t I.E
room, training tables. gifts in mon- unit San Francis.... state Coley or time, or athletic grants in leges hate f
I swtu c
petiSAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA
aid. 1 feel that has been the only t’in the Far Western ConferPRESIDENT’S STATEMENT REhonorable course ol action for me. ence: that Ereneso, Long Beach,
GARDING ATHLETICS AT SAN
The report criticizes me for the Los Angeles’, San Diego and CalJOSE STATE COLLEGE.
personal attention 1 ha% e given ifornia Poittechnic State ColcompetiIntercollegiate fisdball Is an to athtetics at Son Jose State Col- leges have found such
extra-ordinars tsaviriee under tak- lege. Here I wish to point out that tion in the California Collegiate
Athletic Conference: and that
ing. It is snot through with haz- the State code says, "The PresiSan Jose State College until
ards and gambles, stresses and dent of each State college shall be
strains, contradictions, and intan- responsible for enforcing these such thne as the other state colgibles. with regulations, frustra- rules and regulations in his own leges attain comparahle size,
should tse permitted to vontinue
tions, and disappointments. and institution."
to abide by Pacific Coast ConI m afraid. v. on some measure of
As a matter of fact, I displayference regulations)."
dishon, v
ed so notch interest in getting
Principle 4, as presented by nit’
It is top-heavy with the highly the Presidents to modify the
complicated machinery for its man State code to Include NCCA to the presidents at that sanw
rules, that I watt appointed time, March 12, 1957, stated, "Finoperation. Many schools have simply gi%en up St. Mary’s and Santa Chaimuin of the State College ancial aid awarded by a state colAt lactic Commit tee I 19541. One lege to a student athlete shall conChita, two of the country’s on.
of the reasons I accepted this form to the rules and regulations
time football greats, found th,
were no longer able to cope al! I, appointment was my desire to of the awarding institutions and
present a situation from arising of the conference to which it bethe multiplicity of difficulties inIn which San Jose State College longs or is most closely affiliated."
herent in fielding successful team .This principle is certainly what
and quit. The Pacific Coast Con- would be forced into a State Colference finds itself in a turmoil lege League. This was a peren- the Spar Tens were advocating
at this time, with PCC teams ap- nial question. The first state and what President MacQuarrie
parently unable to compete on meeting I headed. January 28, permitted. However, it was not apeven terms with top teams from 1955. agreed. "At the present, we proved. In fact, nothing was setare not ready for the operation tled that day, but another meeting
elsewhere in the country.
Here on the Coast the entire of a so-called ’State College Lea- was scheduled for May 1, 1957
football situation apparently is in gue’." It then stipulated that at San Francisco.
Accordingly. Mr. Hartranft. Mr.
transition. I think, in part, the -statecoileges should be permitfootball problem at San Jose State ted to join a conference with its Hubbard and I attended this meeting. Instead of adopting the prinCollege is reflecting this situation ’natural ritals.’"
This was the opening %%edge for ciples I proposed, the group rebecause we compete with teams
from other parts of the country membership in PCC if it could be affirmed the 1952 minciples. I rewhere regulations are less restric- arranged. Early in my term of of- signed the chairmanship and Dr.
fice I visited the PCC Commission- Love. President of San Diego State
tke than our own.
On Wednesday morning, No- er regarding the chances of San College. was named my successor.
Jose State College for member%ember 6. at approtimately
Dr. Love has been trying to
a.m. on my return from Budget ship (19541, and was advised that get action on NCAA regulations
hearings in Sacramento, I was membership came not by petition regarding freshmen and J(’
handed a copt of an eight -page but by invitation, and that he felt transfers aim-c, but has not met
report of the "Citizens Commit- an invitation was very unlikely at with success.
tee for a Progressite san Jose that time.
Another principle I proposed at
State College.- it was my first
The Citizens Committee express- that May meeting had to do with
awareness of such a report. The ed the viewpoint that a president policing: "A State College AthVice -President of the college had I does not have to abide by the etic Committee shall review the
arranged for a meeting with re- State Code. In March, 1957. As- policies and records of each State
presentatives of the Committee semblyman Bruce Allen asked Dr. College to ascertain whether the
at 10 o’clock; and at that meet- Vasche for copies of the state- institution is abiding by these gening I disco% ered they wished a ments of athletic policy for the eral principles and policies as well
statement of my reactions and state colleges. Accordingly, Dr. as by the rules of the conference
intentions in time for a noon Vasche informed me on March 7, I in which it holds membership, or
meeting of that group the same 1957, he transmitted to Mr. Allen, with which it is most closely affilday.
Article 21 and Article 22 from the , iated."
In the hi if time tha.i was al- Administrative Handbook of the
This proposal fell on deaf ears.
lowed me to do the job, I prepared California State College Presidents It was thought that the confera statement of three paragraphs. which is the code as adopted May ences concerned should do the poThe first paragraph was one of 27 and 28, 1952.
licing. This left us as an indesympathy, in which I shared conDr. Vasche further said in his pendent school wholly upon the
cern with the committee over the letter to Mr. Allen. "Several conscience of the local president.
dilemma and in which I explained times each year there have been whb as Chairman of the State
how we felt constrained to adhere discussions about modifications Committee had endeavored to-set
to the codes of the Council of State to these policies, hut to my an example of very careful observCollege Presidents and of the Pa- knowledge there hate been no ance of the State Code. I must say
substantial changes."
cific Coast Conference.
that under such circumstances my
Dr. Vasche informed me the obligations as the administrative
The second paragraph was a
statement of fact that I had done, State Board of Education had officer of San Jose State College,
up to that time, all that I could adopted the Handbook as the outweighed my own desire for a
do, ethically and legally and within statement of the official policies less restrictive football code.
_inst..43111.W.el:S-La_free the college frosm governing the state college sysMeantime I pursued Patine
excessive restrictions upon its ath- tem. The title page contains this Coast Conference membership.
statement: "Approved as a Proletic program.
Early In this year, 1957. I spent
In the third paragraph. I pro- cedural Document by the Directoi
portions of two days in the Commised to take their spokesmen of Education and the State Board missioner’s office in Los Angelto Sacramento to discuss the of Education."
es. In order to get a written reAs far as I know, the presidents cord of his; point of view, I adproblem with authorities there,
inasmuch as it was their wish, have not been relieved of the ob- dressed a letter to the Commisand pointed out to them that re- ligation of abiding by the Hand- sioner under the date of Feb. A,
leasing a premature campaign of book. When they are, 1 should be 1957, and he responded Feb. 25,
criticism of the administration one of the first to know.
1957, which I submit for your inI hope we have State Board
before the facts of the case were
formation.
definitely established could have , members present. Two were InHis report is that membership
vited, both of whom have on in PCC is invitational, that it
only one effectto make a ranumerous occasions demonst rat- takes a vote of 7 to 9 members to
tional consideration of the probed their interest and respect for bring in a new member, that in
lem by the public irtually ImSan done State College. I would view of the PCC furor over the
possible. As you hate seen, the
be interested In their reactions. round-robin football schedule, he
Citizens Committee chose to igIf the wish to take these mat- did not believe any schools would
nore my advice.
In the period 1946 to 1951, San ters into their deliberations, it be susceptible to our plea at that
Jose State College played 21 state might be a solution to our prob- time. Meantime, I have watched
college games, hut in 1952-1957. lems.
developments in the PCC with
Now, let us go back to PCC great interest. In fact, last year
only 10 state college games. During the first period there were only and NCAA proposals. While I was we liberalized our work -aid in
16 intersectional games, as com- Chairman of the State Athletic keeping VI, tth the new PCC develpared to 22 in the second period . Committee, a meeting of athletics opments.
Also, the calibre of the intersec- coaches and directors of athletics
The Citizens Committee is contional foes noticeably improved.
resolved May 26, 1956 that "un- cerned about what they regarded
During the first period we met less a state college league is form- as a rebuff to Mr. Titchenal shortonly six Pacific Coast Conference ed. each institution shall observe ly after his appointment. I perteams, and during the second, 151 the rules of the NCAA and the sonally visited "’Fitch" at UniverliPC(’ teams. Of course. it is to be rules of the respective conference ity of Southern California and w
regretted that we did not win in which they hold membership or impresped with his complete
more often. But, is winning the with which they are most closely derstandimpof the San Jose St*
only criterion?
’
affiliated."
college situation.
The document assesses vascilThis, it Was thought by some
He said he did not expect to
teflon and indeiinion in thi man- persons present, freed us to ob- enroll the stars," who would id ner in which I have administered serve PCC rules only, and was so ways lie taken by the "name"
the football program. Actually I reported on our campus and to schools. regardless of whether or
have adhered to the Statc Col- our community backers. Unfortun- not me were in Pet’. lie said
lege Presidents’ agreements con- ately, this was only the opinion of it Vials hi4 belief that there
siatent1), Just as the were adop- the coaches and directors of athwere many boys who reached
letics present; I could never get
ted ht the President in 1952,
their football peak after the
the year of President Mactitiar- the presidents to acrept this point
high school years, frequently in
ries retirement.
of slew.
the Junior colleges. These boys
and
I think this is the bone of con- I Not that I didn’t try. I did. Derhe thought he could at
tention. Because I had inherited a! ing the year 1956-57 T drafted a develop. 1 fal’ored his appointsystem of subsidization of ath- proposal set of principles that I
ment "ter other men who %sere
by the
letes that had grown up before ’ hoped would be acceptable to all drawn to my at
the new riling was established. I concerned as a substitute for the press and others because of 1114
did not feet justified in interfering 1952 statement of principles, that superior professional training.
with the working operations of the would permit us PCC operations
Here was an understanding man
team in the fall of 1952. But in and divorce us from the State who loin imisly had the ability;
1953 I insisted that irregularities code.
he got the job.
Unforturiately, his appointment
be discontinued and that only perPrinciple one:
"Athletic ticheritiles shall be a as hardly made before the papers
missible work -aid be used to atbuilt upon the print Iple of relistract outstanding athletes.
airs’ calling me from San FranSince that time we have not ear - h% ely equal competition and in
cigeo to cenfirm the rumor that

Complete Text

1

at’ had gone "Big Time- in football, with the promise of a training table, the payment of tuition
and fees, and even a "varsity
house." Of course, I 11.i.1 to deny
these as immediate asp nations for
San Jose State College I :MI sure
Mr. Titchenal was ernbartassed in
his recruitment, but thnaigh no
fault of mine or his.
During this lait few days I have
often thought about the members
of the present squad who are giving their all for their school. The
students respect them. They are
known to be regular students who
are on work-aid for the privilege
of playing football. These young
Men have met some of the very
best teams in the West this year.
I trust these young men will
understand that the present Moen...doll over the football situation at San Jose in no way reflects upon their flighty en-dRabb- performance. Meantime,
the last issue of 1.111: (Nov. H.
1857) tells the story of the ostracized, conimercialized football
players on other campuses across the land. I am proud, and
all the faculty and students of
the Conege siiiiiiid le. proud, of
the fine squad representing .our
instution, and thankful that the
LIFE magazine description does
not apply to our players.
In summation, I have been telling you the extremes to which I
have gone personally to relieve
San Jose State College from the
State code and to permit its operation under the code of a conference to which we might belong or
the conference with which it was
most closely affiliated. In this
argument, I have contended that
we are most closely affiliated with
the P.C.C. Conference. As Jndicated earlier, up to the present time,
the presidents of the other state,
lieges have refused to release
this institution from the State
code, Moreover, the State code
has the approval of the State
Board of Education. Under the
circumstances. I am very willing
to have the matter discussed with
my superiors. Dr. J. Burton Vasche and Dr. Roy E. Simpson-. Director of Education, to ascertain
whether or not this institution can
be released from the State code
and permitted to operate under
another set of regulations.
I have agreed to accompany
the spokesman of the Citizens
Commitee to Sacramento to dinethos these matters. However, It
may be that other elements in
our College community should
be represented in further negotiations.
It appears to me that the basic
area of disagreement between the
Citizens Committee and myself is
the legal status of the Administrative Code of State College Presidents. The Citizens Committee has
been led to believe that I am completely free to disregard these
policies. I am equally firm in my
conviction that I am expected, by
the State Department which employs me, to carry them out to
the letter and in the spirit. I submit this as an honest difference of
opinion deserving of a forthright
search for facts.
Aside from the immediate goal
of permission to operate under
P.C.C. regulations, whatever they
may be, there is, of course, the
quandary of possible future actions.
1. Stay independent, and observe whatver rules are forced
upon us from whatever source.
This is our present position, uncomfortable as it may be. It gives
us the advantage of making our
own schedule, playing superior
intersectional foes. P.C.C. schools,
and sister institutions of comparable size.
2. Join a league which gives us
stiff competition but a code we
an live by. Sew; al have been
proposed, W.C.A.A. IS one. In this
instance we would be tinder the
necessity of observing a state code
and a conference code much as
the Far Western and CCA A do
now. Inasmuch as both the IJ’ar
Western and C.C.A.A. conferences
contain several state colleges, their
conference rules are geared to the
state rode; so there Is little con flirt. Although such membership
by San Jose State College again
Involves adherence to two codes.
It gives us the opportunity td get
In on the ground aim. and help
shape the. conference code.
3. If possible, join the P.C.C.
This might be.a lone -range objective while temporarily entering Into passibility No. 1 or No. 2. We
should watch developments there.
4. It could ic CC.A.A. Long
Beach and Ins Angeles State colleges will soon he larger schools
than San Jose. San Diego, Fresno,
or California Polytechnic Colleges.
. Since I he Citizen Committee

Whatever
the
occasion

Famed as second class matter April
24, 1934, at Sas Jam Clif., undr the
act of Mereh 3, 1179. Member Celifor
nia Newspripor Publishart’ Associtiori.
Pohlishest daily by the Associated She
&ante of San Jose State College, icept
Saturday and Swiday, during the colleg
year with one issue clur;ng each final
enamination period.

document was issued I have sought
the counsel of representative citizens, who were Invited to a special
conference at the College. Later
I propose to discuss the matter
again with my Advisory Board
LEIGH WEimERS
.
Editor
Maybe the solution is the appointBusiness Mgr. LARRY KAUFHAN
ESTELLA COX
ment of a more representative Day Editor. this is,ue
citizens committee.
Subscriptions accepted only on
ren
reminder -of-school yi basis. In WI see
mister, $4, in spring semestr,

Top Administrators
Support President

(Continued from Page 1)
the citizens of San Jose and the
State of California.
"During the administration of
Pres. Wahlquist, the following
achievements, among others, have
become a matter of record:
"1. The faculty has been increased by 100 percent.
"2. Sixteen new programs and
curricula have been added.
"3. Existing programs and curricula have been expanded.
"4. Nine new buildings have been
completed, and one is under construction; eleven are designed,
funded, and in working drawing
stage; and seven are ready for
funding by the next Legislature.
"5. Enrollment of the college has
nearly doubled.
"Among the many fields In
which the college. under his
leadership, Is making widely recognized contributions are engineering, *Wiener, psychology,
business, health, teacher esbication and the arts.
"These facts challenge the zo.
gumption of a spokesman for the
Citizens Committee that football
is the heart, of the institution.
"Apart from the injustice of
personalized attack on the president, who is actually a genuine
sports enthusiast and a former college athlete himself, there is the
question of his being abused for
having done his job within the
framework with which he must
operate. We sincerely believe that
he has done everything within his
power to insure a strong athletic
program for San Jose State Col
lege. He should not be blamed fo
an honest attempt to operate lin
der a code which each of the state
college presidents has a legal and
moral obligation to follow."
Williarn J. Dusel, vice president.
San Jose State College.
Stanley C. Benz, dean of students.
C. Grant Burton, executive dean
E. S. Thompson, business manager.
Fred F. Harcleroad, dean of the
college.
Joe H. West, dean of educational
services and summer sessions.
Ralph R. Cummings, assistant to
the president.
Dudley T. Moorehead, dean, Division of Humanities and the Arts.
C. Richard Purdy, dean, Division of Sciences and Occupations
James W. Brown, head, Divisioc
of Graduate Studies.
William G. Sweeney, head, Di \
sion of Teacher Educatien.
Milburn D. Wright, head, Business Division,
Norman 0. Gunderson, head, Division of Engineering.
Richard B. Lewis, head, Division of Audio-Visual Services,
Joyce Backus, college librarian.
Lowell C. Pratt,
publications
manager.
Gertrude W. raving, assistant to
the dean of the college.
Gerald J. Crowley, assistant to
the dean of the college.
A. C. Centanni, assistant to the
executive dean
Robert S. Martin, associate dean
of students.
Elizabeth A. Greenleaf, associate
dean of students.

HUSTON HOBBY SHOP
291 S FIRST ST

BAKMAS

FLOWER
SHOP

CV 2-0462 10th & Seat. Clore
ON SUNDAY

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
224 MERIDIAN ROAD

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
jE RVICES:
SUNDAY $CHOOL . ....
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

9:30 AM.
10:45 A.M.
6.00 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

THOMAS G. SUTTON Pastor
CYpress 4-2873
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WesleyFoundation

The Methodist Student Center in San Jose
24 NORTH FIFTH STREET
CV 24707
THIS

SUNDAY

9:30 A.M. Koinonia, Studying Jesus’ Teachings
12:00 Noon Coffee Felloaship in Wesley Hall,
3:30 P.M. Council Meeting ,
5:00 P.M. Wesley Choir Rehearsal
6 00 P.M. Religion in Life Banquet at First
Christian (’hurch. All Wesleyans
will attend.
S 1.11

s

sZ

../C/410=Ore..07.40:07.0=9:4007.0..03.:03C/Ze

"Looking for a friendly Church in San Jose?"

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ Christian Church
CY 2-7443

790 SOUTH 12th STREET
SUNDAY SERVICES

November 17

coli.qut age class at 9.45 BIble School Hour is taught by Dvici fll;ott,
instructor in Speech Department at SJSC.
830, 11:00 Duplicate Morning Worship Services.
Wine Changed to Water -Our generation F’.1.
genius for changing the wine of a dynernic
Christian eiperience into water.’
9:45 Bible School, classes for all ems.
5:30 Discussion Groups for all ages.
6:30 Evening SenAce
Nursery ProsAsd

HAROLD E. GALLAGHER, Minister

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCII
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

2nd AND SAN ANTONIN)

SUNDAY SERVICES
1100 MORNING WORSHIP

7:30 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence ’Sands Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9.10 A.M. Leadership Seminar
foil Quarter: Comparative World Religions
THE PINK BUILDING

2nd and SAN ANTONIO

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17
9:00 Church Service
10:00

College Bible Class, Rev. George "Shorty" Collins,
leader
I I :00

6:00

Religion in Life
7:30

Rev

Spartan Interests
Are Our
Interests

Say it
with
Flowers

Preaching Service

Banquet,

First Christian Church

Church Service

Dr. Henry Cross Pastor
Gorge L. "Shorty" CollinsMinister to Student,
Earl and 6
VaughanAdvisors

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
TENTH AND SAN FERNANDO
San Jose, California

EPISCOPAL
Services at Trinity
W8

.

81 North 2nd
1

P.,

.

00 A.M. Holy Communion
9:30 and 1100AM
Worship Servicns

SALESMEN
Men Interested in Pharmaceutical Sales
’Requirements:
Graduate in Biological Sciences, Pre-Med., or
Bacteriology

CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION
Student Christian Center
92 South Fifth Street
Off,..,9 A KA to 10 P.M.
Advisor on Campus
Mrs. Roy E.Illisteher
SUNDAY PROGRAM,’ NOV. I?
410 P.1411teliqies in Life Weer linguist
.
First Christian Church
SO South Fifth

Interviewing:
At San Jose State College Placement Set-) ices
Friday. \member 13. commencing

9:30 A. M.

Parke, Davis & Compam

temenenomppe

...----........

Sororities Announce
Pledge Parties, Dances
tia,M3IA Pill BET
Alumni and menthe’s of the
Beta Theta Chapter of Gamma
Phi Beta celebrated their Founders Day at a dessert held Tuesday night at the house.
The newly elected officers of

Callaway’s Crystal.
Creamery
Fountain: Breakfe0, Lunch,

Dinner
7th & E. SANTA CLARA
-

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
$1.00
ON ANY PURCHASE
OF $3 75 OR MORE

Ed Eby, Florist
525 E. Santa Clara

HI -WAY MOTEL
60 Units and Apartments
Coffee Shop Restaurant
Hetd Syrimns;ng Pool
Free TV and Room Phones

2112 S. FIRST STREET

.....e.Vefe",43A0’,!",,rereS;

STAIITAN DAILV-5
Friday. November 15, 1937

Fraternities Rent
Buses for Game , Sputnik Spurs Shiny
Space Motif in Jewelry

the pledde class are Joyce HowDf:I.T% I 1...11
son, president; Nan Winn. viceBrothers of Delta Upsiiiin have
president; Joan Daid. treasurer;
Joyce Bush, recording secretary: chartered a bus to make the trip
Donna Neher, corresponding sec- to Fresno for the Fresno State retary: Jean Gabbard, scholar- San Jose State game, Saturday
ship chairman; Sandy Orahl, ac- night. Dave Franeeschini will host
tivity chairman and Penny Booth, a party after the game at the
Rose Hotel in Newman. The folsong chairman.
Bev Nally is chairman of the lowing .day the members of DU
dance to be held in honor of the will spend a day duck hunting
pledges Nov. 16 at Rickey’s in at Franceschini’s pits ito duck
Palo Alto.
club in Newman.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
A pledge dance in honor of the
39 new pledges of Kappa Kappa
Gamma will be held this Friday
at the Mark Hopkins Hotel from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Dick nigh and
his band will supply the , musk.
Parties before the dance will be
held at the homes of Carol Sandell
4nd Mary Ellen Okeef.
SIGMA KAPPA
The annual fall pledge formal
for the Sigma Kappa pledges will

be held at the Claremont Hotel
Nov. 23 with musk provided by
Brent Hysinger’s band.
Carol Klainoski has been elected president of the pledge class.

By GAY PAULEY
NI AV YORK (UPI We’s e hod
out -of -this-world clothes, hats and
hairdos inspired by the International Geophysical Year. Now
comes outer-space jewelry, which
capitalizes on the world-wide sensation created hy Sputnik.

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
A tentative bus trip for the
members of Phi Sigma Kappa and
their dates is scheduled for the
Fresno-San Jose Slate game on ’
Nov. 17. Saturday night the Phi
Sias held an open house for the
alumni and their wives.
THETA VIII
Last Saturday night after the
game a house party was held by
the brothers of Theta (’hi ill honor
of the alumni. The Theta (’his are
now looking forward to the Dream
Girl Contest which begins with in troductions of the candidates on
Nov. 26.

SAN JOSE

TULLY ROAD

Ii TNCI1EON,
476 SOUTH TENTH
featuring

QUICK SERVICE
_
Ham & Eggs
Bacon & Eggs

70c
70c

Hot Cakes
Egg Omelets

25c
65c

LUNCH

PLATE

75c
Main Course Changes

Daily

PLACIER--BitoWNsON
Bernice Brownson, sophomore
English major, recently anpounced
her pinning to Phil Mader, a
graduate of Ohio Wesleyan. Miss
Brownson is a Kappa Kappa Gamma front Pomona. !lacier was a
Sigma Chi and is now attending
law school at University of Michigan.
BRIETENBITHERCAMERON
Don BrietenMichee of Phi Sigma
Kappa, adhouneed his pinning to
Sandy Cameron, of Alpha C h
Omega, at the Phi Sig alumni dinner last Saturday. Brietenbucher
is a junior business administration
major from Manteca. Mips Cameron is a junior education major
from San Leandro.

(0 Mb,
111E1.

"Put " he afIdet1 "it may he a

Finest Automotive Maintenance
Excellent Lubrication
Fast, Courteous Service
Convenient

If you’re late for class, we’ll park your car for’yom

STATE SHELL SERVICE
Across from Student Union

Disciples

Student Fellowship
Y
Fcr .
WORSHIP
,.ACK ’SUPPER
FELLOWSHIP
STUDY
Every Seek, 11:30 P.M.
First Christian Church
110 S. FIFTH STREET

Z

Murray ’s/

from Arthur

CHEESE

Z’
0

ANCHOVIES
MUSHROOMS

OLIVES

PEPPERONI AND ITALIAN SAUSAGE
SALAMI AND BELL PEPPERS

$

SPECIAL! i;
BEER ON TAP s:

fro

.

’-..

.

CY 7 5900
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Congregational

CY 511611
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945 THE ALAMEDA
lAcross
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"These are the kind if I him we usually wind up e:din,:," said
, iine retail jewelry buyer
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Business
HEIMED9 MOMS

96E son Hawn N.2./50
RENT A TYPEWRITER
SPLCIALSI UL ENT
RATE. 3 MONTHS ’1W

+mow

Mom..

fa15

-

""

br"

""

IP
-

GOLD CUP Ri7C"."CS

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E. Santa Clara
CY 2-7726
Bargain Prices
Fresh Meats
Excellent Service
POT ROAST
Lb. 45c
Fresh Ground Beef
Lb. 35c or
BEEF LIVER
Lb. 45c
CANNED PICNIC
434 Lb. For
$2.99

Men who are out to win look to General Petroleum
Behind winners of the famous Gold
Cup races.. .and practically every
engine competition you can name
such as Indianapolis, Monza, Pikes
Peak, stands a team of Mobil experts
from General Petroleum and its affiliates in Socony Mobil.
That’s why in its far flung operations, General Petroleum uses college
trained men. For oil huntinggeologists; producing and refining
chemists and engineers of all kinds.
Marketing and selling use business
majors, architectural engineers,
accountants... and more because -

Practically every type of college
training is represented at General
Petroleum where men with promise
can make the first team.
For information about General
Petroleum sec your college placement
director.

INfsi
GENERAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION

0

Only Viceroy gives you

20,000 FILTER TRAPS
FOR THAT SMOOTHER TASTE

.

.

AN ORDINARY FILTER
Half OA main biter traps in thc other two
largest -wiling triter brands! In N s:eroy, 20,000

THE VICEROY FILTER
1110.c iiraplitied drassings show the klitfcrentx
... show that Viceroy’s 20.000 filter traps are

litter traps... Inn e as many . for smoother taste!

actually twice at many as the ordinary filter ’

p.

ciG44r.

THE GASOLINE WITH TCP

98 SOUTH FOURTH

LEN & PEE WEE

ss

One large manufacturer, Coro,
featured a Sputnik charm bracelet with the charm n globe on a
pivot. The bracelet is in either
simulated gold or silver and a
spokesman for the firm said sales

By CATHY FERGUSON

Couples Reveal
Recent Pinnings

...
:

OWNERS

LOU

TABLE SERVICE
But other manufacturers
thought the space motif ssoold last 74
Various designers and hair styl- longer
ists latched onto the space theme!
for promotion long before the
Russians launched a baby moon
But no sooner had Sputnik streak cd across the horizon than manufacturers began "tracking" with
novelty jewelry.

were excellent.

Now is the time to oil those cogs with a trw Cups oi Coop coffee.
grit the teeth, hear down, force the wheels upstairs to move and think
Finest Pizza in the World
of a term piper topic.
A term paper is what every red-blooded American prof likes t
7
PIZZA GARDENS
give and what every red-blooded American student can’t take. The
1347 metal ROAD
result is eithera botched-up mess or a neatly-prepared copy of your
CY 2 9753
buddy’s term paper.
What a person needs in a thue like this is a code, a set of rules,
We eater to Parties
_
a formula. The following Is the brisk attack used on term papers ht
students throughout colleges and universitlea.
1. Wait, until the Christmas holidays to do the paper. It is easier
Thanksgiving to write a paper between parties when you are high on Christmas
spirits.
on the 28th
2. Check out at least 30 assorted books from the library. It may
not help you write the paper, but when your prof sees you struggling
Plan
beneath the tower of knowledge he will either he favorably impressed.
a
or depressed at the thought of the footnotes he must wade through.
Party
,
3. Next step Is to sharpen your pencil and your wits. Take reams
of notes on little white eardts When you’ve finished this, shuffle them ;
at
and deal yourself a hand.
4. This is now the big moment. The creative genius will surge ;
LOU’S VILLAGE
forth. This is when you are to write the draft of the term paper to
end all term papers. But first take time out for a snack. Turn the radii;
to KROW. Put the eat out. Call your best friend. Smoke a cigarette.
Phone for
Shine your shoes. Forget the whole idea. There is always manana.
Reservation
5. Several days later you finally decide to buckle down and attack
the paper in full force. I would advise trying to dash off your paper
on the morning of Jan. 1, for perhaps your stupor will help you get
CY 3-4570
through the agonizing pains of writihe.
6. One of the final steps comes the day before sehooi resumes.
over the beginnings of this master, After having spilt a cup of coffee
piece, after your mascot has run off with your bibliography. and
, .1101
after your r llllll matt. has used your cards to take notes for his own
d’AreaiS fo’ ’A.
term paper. GIVE II’.
7. Then go the way of all flesh. Dust off that volitive of "Ancient
Research into Classic Poetry of the Romantic Period as Seen by a
Modern" by Gertrude Horatia I lecklerod, and edit the dear lady’s work
Monthly
S. Sign your name.
9. Now turn in your masterpiece to Dr. Watergrass and pray that
Pla,’ing Cards
she gives you a C.
10. The chore is over; you can breathe again. It was a bad job
ONLY . . . . $5.00
well done.
KOS
WITH ASS CARD
P.S. Unbeknownest to you, Dr. Watergrass’ maiden name was
Hecklerod Need I say more ..
Good Da;ly Except Sat., Sun.,
and Hohdays

ss
$

HEAD CHEF

fad which will die out alter Go,
holiday shopping season "

They have produced miniature
; earth satellites, globes, comets,
star hoists and crescents in pins.
bracelets, even key rings.

$ 4,4
ffeeeP littelePe4timate

HILLVIEW GOLF
COURSE

$

SPARTAN SOCIETY

Twice as many filter traps as -the
other two largest-selling filter brands

NOW
AVAILABLE IN
NEW CRUSH -PROOF

CIG._
""Et.rts

FLIP -OPEN
OR
BOX
FAMOUS

Compare! Only Viceroy gises you 20,000 filter traps
twice as many as the other two largest -selling filter
brandsfor that smoother taste!
Plusfinest-quality leaf tobacco, Deep-Cured golden
brown for extra smoothness!
Get Viceroy! Get 20,000 filter traps, for smoother taste!

FAMILIAR PACK
Q inn. lkoura

W.iiwagoo. 7.4

Croy

Soccermen
Face Tribe,
End Season

Uppercuts
By RANDIE E. POE
Sports Editor

Julie Menendee Spart
Can you remember back in 1952 when Illinois butchered filter tan . Ord Cr sound brings its 1957 ’tipped Stanford, 40-7 in the Rose Bowl?
season 10 a cit. e tornorrtia,
Chuck Taylor made the following noises: "Actually, we never
tackling the Stantord Indians at ?really wanted to play in the Rose Bowl, anyway, and thought it was
10 am. at Spartan Field.
Ifitio commercialized.- . .
Guess who’s now hoping his charges reThe SJS team has a 2-4 recordlanter Pasadena after a six -year lockout? . . .
in Northern Calif. Intercollegiate
SJS"Turkey Trot
staged here Nov. 26
will have $100 worth
Soccer Conference play compared
to the Indians’ 3-3 mark The of trophies to offer the winner; last year the hardware was worth
Spartans boast conference wins $65 . . . the perpetual trophy has been won twice now by DU . .
over Santa Clara and San Fran- one more time and it will be on the DU shelf for keeps . . .
cisco State
Spartans United spokesmen Bob
Bill X. oble and Mel
Seniors starting their last game
iiauntz yesterday issued the following statement: "We ft -el the
Bob
Bob
Wallace.
are
SJS
for
main difference between the student council and spartans United
Filer, Bob Bergman, Ken SPEW Wednesday was one of se-mantles. We tin not twliete this problem
note. Werner Groashans and Dave
will deprive the students of a strong soice in the current SdS
Spainhower Other Spartan start athletic controserst." . . .
ers are Gerhardt Wenzel. Dan Estrada. Armando Moreno, John
Rodriguez, and George Sanders.
Tom Flores, whose arrow -straight .* for -91 pitching needled the
Spartans, was first on the NCAA
Bungalow Fountain charts last season in TD respon, sibility 18). second in TD pa-4ses
Floe Food Ilessessbl e Priests
and fourth in total offense
11,ialfast Lunch Diana,.
(1167 yards) . . .
7 00-2:00
Cially 4.30 7:00. Sun.
The awesome Arizona State of
Censer 9th & Williams
Tempe machine which thrashed
SJS, 44-6. earlier this season
said to he the most potent outfit
to wear an Arizona label . . . At
)01)
H VENLY
the beginning of last season, the
Fli
P 11111ETempe administration made it
known that it was building a
PliONE CY 3-1682
power which would be second to
none in ten years.
DINNERS a la carte
Fiddle-footed Leon Burton,
from S1.30
ASC 9.6 halfback. has 801 rushat
Bayshore Julian
ing yards in )I41 carries going into
last week’s contest . . . Burton’s
bustled 9.5 yards each time he’s
handled the leather.
MAKE A DATE
Y. A. Tittle was thown on his
panties nine times by the red.
WITH YOUR
dogging Rams, last week. When
we consider the 49ers ran but 56
FUTURE!
offensive plays to the Rams’ 77,
TOM FLORES
alibis are not necessary in explain Now’s the time to be sure
College of the Pacific Quarterback
that the job you want will
ing the outcome.
he yours when you graduate.

Tom Flores On Target

San Diego Weak, Meek

Mr. Ramona Egan. College
Recruiter, will be on campus November 20.
See your Placement Office
for an interview time.
There a future for you with

Pacific Telephone

Lame San Diego State, whom the Spartans atomized, 46-0, were
whipped 66-0 by merciful Arizona State of Tempe . . . The Aztecs
have tallied seven points in their last four games . . . SJS has
recorded three iTts In its last three outings.
Pro football has become SfY complex that It’s next door to Impossible to determine a winner ... Injuries to key men, the imagination of the quarterback, defen,ixe alignments, scouting reports. the team’s spirit, crowd reaetion, sieitther .., all of these
factors play a prominent role.

Close 1957 Grid Season
Harriers
Spartan Spartababes
san
Compete
Sports
In Big One
LETS GO TO CHURCH
IISPARTAN DAILY
Friday. November 15, 1957

By CONRAD MUELLER
The big test of the crossconntrt track season takes place
Bola) with the All-Comens meet
as the Spartans sq sj a re off
against Stanford, Cal. (’al Poly,
Fresno State, COP, SF 017111pie (’huh, and the Santa Clara
youth (’enter.
Slated to start at 345 from
Spartan Field, the race will feature such greats as the OC’s Walt
Boehm, Stanford’s Keith Wallace
(only man able to beat SJS’s Wes
Bond this year), Cal’s Roger Price,
Fresno’s Harold Foreman. COP’s
Jack Martie, and Wilford King
from the SC Youth Center.
If past records are any indication, Spartan Wes Bond should
walk away with top honors.
In addition to Bond. Winter
has slated the following harriers
to run. Winter’s comments are
In parentheses. S a m Holt
(Steady . . . improving. Always
up there. Might find that it Is
just as easy to win as place
second), Ken Napier (Improving steadily .. took third last
week and can do better), lirady
Neal (Will take Bond’s place
next year .. . our inspirational
leader . . . "The War -whoop
Kid").
Carlos Saldivar (Bothered by
flu bug . . . could come up to last
year’s top performance), Jerry
Des Roches (Great team runner
. . . constant and good fighter),
and Mike Yeager (Could be the
surprise of the day .
has what
ik takes).

FLATTER
YOUR EYES
Improve your appearance
as well as your vision with
style -wise glasses from ...

Dr. Jack H. Chennell
OPTOMETRIST
CT 5-2747
254 S. SECOND
Member of SPAR -TEN

Jose Slate’s frosh football
I entry, with one victory in three
starts, closes its 1957 season this
afternoon, battling the College of
Pacific Frosh at 2 p.m. at Stockton.

drubbed the Fresno State junior
varsity, 47-13. T he Spartababe
team has dropped decisions to the
Cal Poly JVs 120-14) and the San
Francisco State JVs (13-6).
-

In their only win of the season,
coach Max Coley’s frosh eleven

ON

SUNDAY

Ski Team

Skiers .
not Just skiers, but
g I skiers ... are asked to altend a meeting of the Spartan
ski team habit. from II to noon
in the Student I nion, actiarding to Dr. Hasid Neanian, team
coach.
Team niernbers a ilh
tart
working mit this month. and although the first et eut isn’t
scheduled until Januar), t r outs ate scheduled for December.

FRI. - SAT. - SUN.
THE FAMOUS
MASTERSOUNDS
THE LOUVRE

no me OM NMI 1110 IN NM BIM NM
554 W. SANTA CLARA
AT THE UNDERPASS
BESIDE THE MERMAID

CaSpece
AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

Refreshing antiseptic action heals
razor nicks, helps keep your skin
in top condition.

SHULTON

1.00 .

Nw York

\

GENERAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
Will Conduct Interviews on Campus With

ENGINEERS
Thursday, November 21
One of California’s Strongest, Most Progressive Companies,
Offering Fine Management Training Program and Secure, Career
Jobs to Engineer Graduates

Particularly Interested in Engineers Who Want to Progress
To High Level Management
Please See Your Placement Bureau for Appointment on Interview Schedule,
Data on Company, and Outline of Management Training Program

GENERAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
Largest Company in The General Telephone System

INF

Toronto

Ww111WWW111Wir

’ Friday. November 15. 1’r"

Fresno After Third Straight

’Sisters Mix Tomorrow

!SPARTAN DAILY -7

Spartan Varsity, Frosh
Polo Clubs Seek Wins

pro prospect. He’s 6 ft., 200-1b. AP before the home toll: tor the final
San Jose State’s Stirits
and
time this season. They are PhilI Little All -America nominee.
froAll %alter polo clubs at
pott. center Don Kloppenhurg. and
PHILPOTT STARS
Van Zignt. end Rich Rjer son. to continue their winning %says
,A three year letterman. PhilNick Brown. tackle George today as both teams hate meets
pott was a UP All -coast honorable tackle
Palmer, guard Boti Padilla and scheduled.
mention pick last season and has
halfback Darrel Moody.
made the UP Little All Coast first
The varsity travels to r,.in FranBulldog cihich Clark Van (Odteam the last two years. Going
cisco to meet the strong Olympic
into this season, he had rolled up der was happy with his charges
Club team at 8 p.m. v.h.le the
1812 yards for FSC.
POLLARD, NORTON SET
following the ’spar( oser
Fresh. winners in 10 of 11 games.
With 1:20 to play against the
Harvel Pollard and Rapid Ray
"Our dipuble-team.blocking was face Lincoln High School this
Norton are Titchenal’s big run- Cougars last week, second string
ning threats. Each is a breakaway quarterback Mike Pratt shot a improved." he stated, "but it was afternoon at 3:30 in Spartan pool.
type runner who requires a mini- 22-yard TD pass to end Vance the work of our ends which really
Coach Charlie Walker’s varsity
Stanley, which allowed the Bull- made us go." Van Zant and sophomum of blocks to hit paydirt.
more Stanley turned in outstand- club, in tackling the Olympic club.
Dick Vermeil and Mike Jones dogs to take a 20-14 lead.
ing performances at the flank ’will he playing without time acrewill handle local quarterbacking.
Moments later, Philpott
taith senior Vermeil receiving the picked off a BVI7 pass and ran spots against BYU.
starting nod.
27 yards to the six, and on the SPARTANS HAVE EDGE
DROP FIRST THREE
next play, Philpott cracked off
The Spartans appear to have
The Bulldogs dropped their first tackle to score,
a slight Age in line manpower.
three contests to Montana State.
The Spartans. although playing although FS(’ guard Padilla and
COP and the San Diego Marines, perhaps their best game this sea- tackle Ray Slater are on par ,
before topping San Francisco son, lacked offensive power in last With any SJS lineman.
Aocm,0T
State and San Diego State. In be- week’s 21-6 setback to COP. SJS
T ransmissions
Tackle Bill Atkins. prohati)j
A SpciIty
tween, FSC was whipped by Cal was repelled at the seven, 29, and
SJS’s top bloeker, enjoyed
Poly and Idaho.
33 yard lines.
best seasonal game in last IA,
ARM
Last week. the Bulldogs clubbed
AUTO REPAIR
It will mark the Spartans’ final 21-6 setback to COP. Guard Stan,
BYU, 27-14, with an eleventh -hour U.S. contest
456 E.
this season. SJS con- Keith, tackle Al Severino, center I
San Salvador
:issault
cludes the campaign in "leiland" Ron Earl and end Dan Colchico
CY 5-4247
Sparklers in Fresno State’s against Hawaii’ U. in two weeks,
Studisnf Rates
also delivered commendable showpinwheel are fullback Dean Phil MOWN
EIGHT IN FINALE
ings and should provide the lociil
poll, and Darrell ,loody, quarEight Fresno Staters will play with an edge up front.
terback Jim Kuhn and halfback
sYeorge Van Zant.
I Philpott. who rocketed for three
; touchdowns against BY1.1, is a hot
Welmers ’ Poe
Hart ranft
Salamlida Mueller
4l-$04
((,uest)
41-29-4
, 39-32-4
47-24-4
5.15
SJS
SJS-Fresno
SJS
ARS
SES
Dart’th
Dart’th
Dart’th
Cornell-Dart Dart’tb
Dart’th
itr.m
42.)
Brown
Harvard
Brown-Harv I Harvard I Brown
If these reults c.re not obtained within 60 days.
Penn St
Penn St
Penn St
Holy Cr
Pena St. -HC I Penn St
Ohio St.
Ohio St.
Iowa-Ohio St Ohio St.
Iowa
Iowa
Colg-Plyr’eus Syracuse Syracuse .1 Syracuse Syrac..... Syracuse
ihike
Duke
Duke
Clmsn-Duke I Duke
Illinois
Wire.
Illinois
I Wks.
Wles.
IIL-Wisc,
GAIN
REDUCE
!Oklahoma Oldahonta lOklahoma oklahon... Oklahoma
Okla-ND
Tex ARM
3" on your CHEST
4" on your WAIST
T.A&M-Rice I Tex ARM Tex ARM Tex A&M Rice
Stanf’d
Oro. St.
Stanrd
2" on your ARMS
Stan-OSC
1 Stanird
, Ore. St
3" on your HIPS
Cal
2" on your LEGS
Cal
Cal
Wash.
Cal
Wash-Cal
3" on your LEGS
Oregon
Oregon
Oregon
15 Lbs. WEIGHT
Oregon
Oregon
Ore-USC
IS Lbs. WEIGHT
I
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA -COP
Ark.
Ark.
Ark ".’41J
Ark.
Ark.
SNIU
Auburn
Auburn
..,:iiiiunurn
Auburn
i
PERSONAL INSTRUCTION
Auburn-Oa I Auburn
Miami
Miami
Miami
T l
’-Miami I Miami
My Id
at
Tic(’
TCU
TINT
Texan-T(1’
Texas
Bear’,
Rears
Rears,
Bears
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By RANI:11E E. POE
Two sisters in the state college
family, Fresno State and San Jose
State, lock up in a gridiron fuss tomorrow night in Fresno. Kickoff
time is 8 p.m.
The Bulldogs, hoping to transform SJS into a bean -hag institution, have copped the last two
outings between the two teams.
Fresno recorded a 19-13 success
in 1955 and a 30-14 sweep last
season.
Due to the glory of yesteryear.
the Spartans lead the series, 139-3.
It has been a el lllll ty season for
both schools. The Spartans hold
a red-faced ledger at 2-7; the
Bulldogs are now 3-6.
IToh Titchenal’s lads have
--------

met mtich tougher opposition. however. Against common opponents.
FSC was measured by COP 134120 and Cal Poly i14-71, while de(eating San Diego State 127-0).
COP bopped the Spartans 1146t and Cal Poly followed the
Tigers’ script 04-71. with SJS
injuring San Diego State 46-0.

1<croscne
club

, es of team ’captain Roger McC:indless. McCandless suffered
dislocated shoulder in the Si,
tans’ 12-8 win over College of l’
cific last Saturday and will be a,
for the season.

ENTERTAINMENT

Junior Pete Liebermth gives
San Jose State team good sem,
prowess. while K. C. Cooper, ,
Dale Anderson have also turned
good scoring efforts.
Lonnie Christenson, Jerry Se- ’
crest, Preston Brunst, and Dave ’
Dinelji spark the Spartababes In
scoring.

545 RACE ST.
CY 3-9700

GRID MX.

ONE YEAR FREE!

SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB

RESULT Of
WHATS THE REHEARSAL
A GLEE CtU8LUCKY BREAK?
WITHOUT A

ers!
MUSIC MAJORS! Know how to change
a glee club from a loud crowd to a
lyrical miracle? Simple: just promise
’em a Lucky break! A Lucky’s a light
smokethe right smokefor anyone.
It’s all cigaretteall fine tobacco!
And that naturally light, wonderfully
good-tasting tobacco is toasted to taste
even better. Hold your rehearsal without a Lucky break, and you’ll get
nothing but Choir Ire! Chorus: Light
up a light snioke . . a Lucky Strike!
CIGARETTES

SEE YOUR
ROOS REP.
III Moore

WHAT DOES A GEOLOGIST COLLECT,

13.,1 Young
George
Sherry Robinson
Cemy. Kirby
Hsles Wisintorf old
Doug Millar
NINI01111 scniLL,c,rr,c,
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Strata Data

OF WISCONSIN

born partygoer
Don’t just stand

From gatherinos after

there...

STICKLE! MAKE $25

before

Sticklers are simple riddles with two -word rhyming
answers. Both words must have the same number of
syllables. No drawings, pleaseh We’ll shell out U2r.
for all we useand for hundreds that never see print.
So mend stacks of ’ern with your name, address,
college and clans to Ibinpy-Joe-Lucky, Boy 67A
Mount Vernon, N. V.

Wonderful

a

s

fraud

of 14 oinusiean

4bteee-4yJe77 --79;t4cwo.

inviting a good time

is

ear middle gem;

blue or candlelight brocade princess

(sizes 7

to

IS. 25.95)

sparkling collection

LIGHT UP A fight SMOKE LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
/

the New Year...you’re

In a pretty, feminine "big date" dress from Roos:

dress

418a

the big game to parties

for

First at Santa Clara
,

is

just one

from

important occasiuns1

a

President Attends
Education Confab

GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN

Friday, November 15. 1957

Engineering Shows
To Be Displayed

et niorocco

(Continued

Goal of the two -man ins estigating
committee was to plan a system

Engagement Ring i to ameliorate these anticipated
May Be Claimed I!problems. While Dr. Edwards con-

SALAD BOWL

SOUP DU JOUR FAMILY BOWL

tendkig students.
10:15 a.m.-12 noon Individual
j interviews, 10 minutes each.
I
12-1 p.m. -- Lunch at barbecue
pits if weather permits. otherwise
inside Women’s Gym.
1:15-2 p.m.- -Continuation of interviews.
2-2:30 p.m.- Time reserved for
representatives to set up displays
in Women’s Gym.

Pres. John T. Wahlquist recently returned from Utoh, where he
took pact in a study of higher educational facilities in that state.
Together with Dr. William F. Edwards. a former dean of commerce at Brigham Young University and an investment broker and
counselor. President Wahlquist was appointed by the Coordinators’
Board of Higher Education to study problems which may confront
higher education institutions in Utah during the next few decades.

AX4.9987

4805 EL CAMINO. SANTA CLARA

representatives, conducted by at-

SMORGASBORD DINNER
MIXED FRESH GARDEN GREEN VEGETABLES
HOT MUFFINS AND HONEY
CHEF S SPECIAL DRESSING
COFFEE

DESERT

$1 95

W. Cater To Banquets
DANCING

BIER GARDEN

DANCING

it centrated on financial phases of
t h e study. President Wahlquist
an
public relations, reports that
engagement ring uhich was lost
has not yet been claimed. The
ring may be claimed by giving a
description and telling. if possible,
when and where it was lost. It
tray be claimed in the public relations office, Room 176 of the
new Administrat,
-

tackled the institution education

program.
"The crux of the study," President Vahlquist said. "was to bring
about a high degree of coordination among higher educational
facilities without destroying the
aiplonomy of each institution."

SHOW TIMES

ENGINEERS AND

NEEDED AT LOCKHEED FOR
The most famous slog in the %sorb, rests prior to take -oft ui ’,wands II. Laika. the Russian dog ’Pied to test the effects ..1
trinel inn thing animus limn miles op. idrimo-r1 vending .101.ils In
earth several (lava ago. The Rotetians 11.1c in ttttttt 11441 in Prmda
that the marytyred mutt la dead.

ADVANCED MISSILE PROJECTS

js

Concluding its study. the two!man committee recommended es tablishment of a central coordmating office in Salt Lake City.
creation of a capital office. and
’ appointment ot consultants. The’
Revenets- 1001.
SPARTAN: ’’Until Tle9
6 47 Specialists would he appointed
1 an Land Unlown." A32, R- iiirsIdNits of the instutions conFe- Cover; 10:00.
cei iled. according to the proposal
SARATOGA: "Simon and Laws.The Speech and Drama Depart- Rd Lamp" proved
,,axessfid
. +C -Mau* Owe:* 8:35.
and also would conduct hearings
ment will present a play for child- ; that all performances acre pla
TOWNE: -Fornandet’ 700.
at the institutions involved.
r ren, "Chop-Chin and the Golden to sell-out
Following acceptance by the Co- Dragon" in the Studio Theatre for
nators’ Board of Higher Ed- four performances at i0.30 a.m.
SPARTAN DRIVEIN
ucation, the plan was approved by and 2 p.m. on each of two Satur"UNTIL THEY SAIL"
the Utah Legislative Council. Dr. days, Nov. 16 and 23.
Joan Sonmons - Paul Newmen
J J. Rasmussem. professor of
Written by Sylvia Cirone. grad"The Land Unknown"
economics at the University of uate student in drama at SJS, the
Jock Mahoney
Drive-In Cleaners
Utah, w a a appointed permanent play was top winner in the play "RUN FOR COVER"
2nd & San Carlos
secretary.
writing contest held on the cam James Caon
pus
last
year.
IN
BY
9:00OUT AT 5:00
President Wahlquist and Doctor
The story is set in ancient China
at no ezfr cliaga
Edwards will continue to devote
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
part time study to the project un- and concerns Chop-Chin’s attempts
HELEN MORGAN STORY
til Oct. 15, 1958. when a complete to saxe his father’s life through
Ann Myth - Paul Newman
report will be presented. The re- the aid of the Great Golden Dra"HIRED GUN"
port is expected to form the basis gon.
1:05 Calhoun - Anne Fronds
The settings have been designed
of a legislative measure cordin"FIXED BAYONETS"
ating higher educational facilities, in the most colorful and fantastic
manner by J. Wendell Johnson.; SKIRTS
55c
"This legislation is scheduled for Berneice Prisk designed the CosSTUDIO THEATER
presentation to the State Legis- tomes. Dave Valentine will handle
"JAILHOUSE ROCK"
lature in January. 1959," Presi- the lighting.
thmt Wahlquist said.
Heading the student cast under
"The Parson and
The survey included the Uni- the direction of John Kerr is!
The Outlaw"
Anthony Derter
ersity of Utah and Utah State Richard Parks as Chop Chin and ’
Buddy Rogers
Sonny Tufts
University. with its two branches Robert Montilla as The Emperor,
at the College of South Utah and Other students carrying major
Snow CoPege: the state system of roles are James Bertino. JI:Wy
MAYFAIR
junior colleges, including Wever Mindlin and Yvonne Jackson.
The play is part of the regular
College, Dixie College. and Carbon
"UNTIL THEY SAIL"
College; and Brigham Young UM- series of plays presented by the
Jean Simmons - Paul Newman
versity and other private and par- college for child audiences. Last
Joan Fontaine - Piper Laurie
year’s "Aladdin and the Wonder ’-huh schools.
,.;ata They Sou,
’Joe
.
10:56.
.
STUDIO. jarihouse." 6:41, 9.43. Par
’ 56. 1058.
6 46
El. RANCHO: ’Helen Morgan." Fied
10:54: -Hired Gun.- 9:05.
liAAYFa;

SCIENTISTS

ast Set
or, ’Chop-Chin’

The continuing expansion pr,-;gram at Loaheed

%SHANK’S

Systems’ facties

creates many new positions for those who qualify. The challenge
exciting work on the air weapons of tomorrow. The rewards

good salary

and the opportunity to advance with a growing company. Assignments are
in all areas of research and development in connection with such projects
as the Navy Polaris ballistic missile, the 9.5 ramjet target and the X-7 missile.

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK

"SEA WIFE"

SIMON and LAURA
Wodd Tel &
Plus --

"The Brave One"

CANN
fr
eV.
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FRANCE S FIRST FUNNY MAN
bovine a high old time with
illicit mow and haste couture

r

FERMANDEL THE
DRESSMAKER
NI10111,1
I
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LOCKHEED MISSILE SYSTEMS
A

Delegates To Attend Meeting for AWS

stAmtaciroc.
UNION ....Jo,.

7

You are invited to address yourResearch and Development
Staff. Sunnyvale. California.

SJS w..men NAM attend’
annual AWS state meet Sat day at Stanford University, tic . ding to Lou Anne Bone. AWS
rilicity chairman.
k+legates from most colleges
,1 universities in California will
...it I o discuss problems a n d
ire ideas. Miss Bone said. This
ir’s meet is being co-hosted by
inford and San Jose State.
ri Galvin is chairman of the "
committee.
Vise official delegates will at- I
nd the meetihgs along with
,’out 10 others. Official delegates!
Open at I P.M.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Aue CT 7.9908
Auditorium
Naar the C

are Jeannie Oakleaf. AWS pr.
dent; Terri Galvin, Carol Hans,
Marilyn Goodell and Nan Good;’;
Dean Greenleaf and Mrs. lien,.
Pritchard. housing supervisor.
AWS advisers, will accompany the
delegation.

DIVISION

OF

SUNNYVALE

LOCKHEED

AIRCRAFT

PALO ALTO

CORPORATION
VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA

IN BY 9 OUT AT 5
DRY CLEANERS
SHIRT LAUNDRY
D,eLtly Behnd Newberri’s

,
t, et WispQ,e

The truc Life

...NONSENSE, TWEMPLEYNO SUCH THING AS A GHOST

LOCATION SHOTS BY
PERMISSION OF THE ROYAL
MINISTRY OF HAUNTED
/VATIONAL EDIFICES.
CASTZES, AND ESTATES

CLASSIFIEDS
Piano for sale, good condition.
Reasonable Call CY 3-5684 after
STI DENTS! Only two left! Brand 5:30 pm
new deluxe apartments Four stu- For Sale: 71: en. ft, refrigerator,
dents to an apartment. $35 ea perfect er/ild. !?.61). Ito a ser pct
Furnished 93 W. Reed. Call AN faithfully during 4 years of col9-!",111
lege. Exerillent boy. (’ii 8-3900.
Larar Irunt bedroom, kitchen pri- ’
om. or two girls. Phone ’48 DeSoto, exeellent condition.
New paint & brakes. CY 30583.
CY 4-6470.
Large room. I or 2 girls. Kitchen
WANTED
’iris.. $20 mo. 112 S. 12th, AX 64975
share room with man student.
Male student to share apt. with 429 5. 13th St $25 per mo.
3 students. Mil., turn. $27.50 mo.
Need steady babysitter. 1 yr. old
655 S. 6th St. CY 5-5847.
chi;d. 4 hours a day. 5 days a
Vacancy Delphian Mak 41 S.
week. Lunch. Small salary, time
11 I h Room & boat d for women. I study. !fount can be arranged.
Apt. 2 Bdr., $25 a week. 4 girls or Call CY 2 0850, morning or after
husiness women. Inquire Apt. No. 5.15 P.M
6. 246 S. 9th St.
, shorn Apt.. female junior-senior
11:allege girls preferred. New one , preferred. CY 4-5957. 5:30 to 6:30
bedroom and 2 bedroom units. P.m.
Group of 3, 4 or 5 girls. Com- Girll to share apt. wIth 2 other
pletely furnished. 452 S. 4th St. girls Close to
school. Phone CY
Call John Di Mont’., CH 3-3282.
1013.
’Vacancy, men students Board
Washing & Ironing: 80 cents an
& mom. 28 S. 13th St., S.J.
I hour. Pickup and delivery. CY 5Ma
SAW
Dania Fiberglas Car Rudy. Fits
NIPs4EELLA NEOUS
%ustin Healy. Modified to fit MG _
Triumph._ $250. CL 8-3658.
_ _ I Organisation or ladisiduale In
1/1
2-dr.
need of musical entertainment
I Ph CY 7-71486.
R&D. AX 6-1830.
FOR RENT

-

DEL ;.47FD.

FI

WINSTON TASTES
"LIKE A
GOOD...
CIGARETTE
SHOULD!

UTTERLY CHARMING
FELLOW- INTELLIGENT,

/ WINSTON

DISCRIMINATING
BE THE OWNER
OF THE PLACE

YOU& FIND ME NEW (RUSH-PROOF BOX UTTERLY CHARMING,700,1

AMERICA’S BEST-SELLING
BEST-TASTING
FILTER CIGARETTE

4

a /.(111.LOS roascco co..
101,111’0451.1.

L. 5,

